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1. Introduction

One of the priority areas for choosing rational de-
sign-force schemes for assemblies of various purposes is the 
widespread use of sandwich-type structures [1, 2]. Elements 
of these structures consist of two bearing sheathings and a 
filler of different configuration between them [3, 4]. Extend-
ing the scope of application of such structures in various 
fields of technology has been made possible by the increased 
use of polymeric composite materials in them [5–7]. This 
type of a structural-force scheme makes it possible to imple-
ment some of the highest indicators of specific strength and 
rigidity at a minimum mass, which is the defining criterion 
for the efficiency of assemblies in different technological 
classes.

One of the most common types of a filler is the cellu-
lar one, with a cell of the proper hexagonal shape [10, 11]. 
Its basis is typically an aluminum foil, polymeric paper, or 
fiberglass [12, 13]. Currently, the most widely used is the 
cellular filler made from metallic foil, manufactured main-

ly by gluing methods [12, 14]. Such a filler has the largest 
manufacturability, it possesses high specific rigidity and 
strength characteristics.

Results from testing cellular structures show that de-
struction typically occurs before the estimated load value 
is reached due to the destruction of the weakest link, the 
cellular filler [4, 12, 15]. This is due to the presence of all 
sorts of technological deviations, which inevitably occur in 
the manufacture of cellular fillers within certain technical 
conditions and tolerances [16]. The curvilinear character of 
cell walls can be predetermined at the stage of obtaining a 
sheet (flat) workpiece, which is received by the methods of 
rolling and straightening a sheet material. This workpiece 
can then be used to fabricate a cellular filler, as shown in 
paper [17].

This pronounced technological heredity of cellular fill-
ers leads to integrated changes in the projected properties 
of honeycomb structures and deviations in the carrying 
capacity of cellular structures, exceeding the permissible 
(regulated) ones [16, 18]. 
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З можливого рiзноманiття технологiчних дефектiв стiльнико-
вого заповнювача, що впливають на його фiзико-механiчнi харак-
теристики, одним з найбiльш iстотних постулюється початко-
вий технологiчний погин граней його чарунки. Стаття присвячена 
дослiдженню впливу технологiчного погину граней стiльникового 
заповнювача на його фiзико-механiчнi характеристики, що забезпе-
чує стабiлiзацiю його якостi i, вiдповiдно, експлуатацiйних харак-
теристик конструкцiй на його основi. На вiдмiну вiд iснуючих 
робiт, було розглянуто дискретно-елементну модель стiльникiв. 
Стiльниковий заповнювач був представлений у виглядi конструкцiї, 
що складається з рiзних елементiв: граней одинарної фольги, граней 
з двох склеєних шарiв фольги та фiктивних ребер – кутових стико-
вих зон двох сусiднiх граней. Дослiджено процес послiдовної втрати 
несучої здатностi елементами чарунки стiльникового заповнюва-
ча при поперечному стисненнi та поздовжньому зсувi. Такий аналiз 
поведiнки окремих елементiв чарунки стiльникiв при наявностi в них 
початкового технологiчного погину дозволив врахувати особливостi 
роботи кожного з них шляхом побудови вiдповiдної типу наванта-
ження дiаграми деформування заповнювача. На пiдставi цього роз-
роблено пiдхiд, що дозволяє прогнозувати характер роботи стiль-
никового заповнювача з урахуванням особливостей сприйняття 
навантаження окремими елементами чарунки стiльникiв при наяв-
ностi в них початкового технологiчного погину. Дано рекомендацiї 
до використання отриманих результатiв в рамках запропонованих 
в рядi робiт пiдходiв до оптимiзацiї за масою проектних параметрiв 
стiльникових конструкцiй. Рекомендацiї дозволяють синтезувати 
модуль перевiрочного блоку оптимiзацiї, в якому дається висновок 
про несучу здатнiсть оптимального за масою варiанту сендвiчевой 
конструкцiї зi стiльниковим заповнювачем з урахуванням наявностi 
в його гранях початкового технологiчного погину в межах регламен-
тованого допуску. Такий синтез на сучасному рiвнi технологiї вироб-
ництва стiльникового заповнювача дозволить в результатi реалiзу-
вати практично вичерпнi можливостi цього типу заповнювача i 
конструкцiй на його основi

Ключовi слова: сендвiчевi конструкцiї, стiльниковий заповню-
вач, фiзико-механiчнi характеристики, технологiчний погин граней 
стiльникiв
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Ensuring the maximum carrying capacity of the cellu-
lar filler, as the weakest link of a given class of structures, 
requires a detailed accounting of the estimated level of its 
physical and mechanical characteristics, taking into consid-
eration the technology of its manufacture.

2. Literature review and problem statement

The nature of the cellular filler as a structural material 
is complex. In essence, it is a discrete structure consisting of 
interconnected regularly repeated plates of a single layer of 
foil and two layers with an adhesive layer (Fig. 1) [3, 4, 12].

Fig.	1.	Cellular	filler	with	the	accepted	coordinate	system

In determining the physical-mechanical characteristics, 
cellular filler is typically considered to be a conditional, 
equivalent in operation, homogeneous in volume, orthotro-
pic filler. The characteristics of such a filler depend on the 
geometric configuration of the honeycomb cell, the thick-
ness of the foil, the physical and mechanical characteristics 
of a material that the cellular filler is made from, and the 
level and nature of applied loads [3, 4]. Calculations and 
tests have established that for the cellular filler the main 
elastic characteristics are the elasticity module in the di-
rection perpendicular to bearing sheathings ‒ Ez and shear 
modules in the planes of cell facets ‒ Gxz and Gyz. [3, 4, 12]. 
The magnitudes for other elastic and shear modules are 
negligible and are typically not taken into consideration in 
the calculations [10, 11].

Values of the physical-mechanical characteristics of the 
cellular filler significantly depend on patterns in the load 
perception by the individual elements of a honeycomb cell 
[19, 20]. Thus, the result of the gradually increasing load 
on cells is a consistent loss of the carrying capacity of its 
constituent elements. Based on model [21], paper [20] con-
sidered the effect of loss of stability by cell facets at shear on 
the corresponding physical and mechanical characteristics 
of the cellular filler. 

However, studies into the physical and mechanical char-
acteristics of cellular fillers are still relevant. In most cases, 
depending on the degree of importance of a structure, con-
clusion about the magnitudes for the physical and mechani-
cal characteristics of cellular fillers is made based only on the 
results from processing data on tests [3, 4, 16].

Attempts to achieve a satisfactory convergence between 
theoretical and experimental data on the physical and me-
chanical characteristics of cellular fillers come down to refin-
ing existing mathematical models of honeycomb structures 
at the expense of their technological imperfections [22–28]. 

Paper [22] reports results of research on accounting, in 
the design of cellular structures, of technological imperfec-
tions of honeycomb structures. A procedure for optimizing 
the tolerances in the manufacture of a cellular filler for a 
panel, which ensures the predefined bearing capacity of 

the structure, has been proposed. However, the suggested 
approach to regulating tolerances for the parameters of a 
honeycomb structure cell shape is aimed at ensuring the 
regulated deviation in the carrying capacity of a particular 
cellular structure.

Paper [23] reports results from a study into ensuring the 
physical and mechanical characteristics of cellular fillers for 
cases when its characteristics go beyond permissible values 
due to certain deviations in the geometry of honeycomb 
structures. The results obtained have eventually made it 
possible to improve the standard industrial processes in 
the fabrication of honeycomb structures. However, it is not 
possible to establish a specific mechanism of influence of 
technological imperfections of a cellular filler on its physical 
and mechanical characteristics.

Papers [24, 25] address the development of scientifical-
ly-substantiated methods for regulating the margins of tol-
erance for technological parameters of the basic operations 
in the production of honeycomb structures and for defects. 
However, the cited papers do not take into consideration a 
series of issues that could have a significant impact on the 
results and require separate studies. Thus, these papers in-
dicate that of the possible variety of technological defects 
of the cellular filler that affect its physical and mechanical 
characteristics, one of the most critical is the technological 
camber of the facets of cells in honeycomb structures. It is 
pointed out that the mechanism of the origin of the initial 
technological cambers of cell facets and their quantification 
have remained not only unexplored, but also not defined. It 
is concluded that the difficulty of solving this task is due, on 
the one hand, to the small values of cambers themselves of 
the same order (and less) with the thickness of the foil, and, 
on the other hand, with the uncertainty and multifactorial 
nature of the mechanism of their occurrence.

In this regard, the approach has been applied up to now, 
proposed in [21] and further developed in [25, 26], based on 
setting the values for technological cambers and subsequent 
determination, at these values, of the physical-mechanical 
characteristics of a cellular filler. At the same time, pa- 
pers [25, 26] consider the issue on determining elasticity 
modules for the case when the elements of honeycomb 
structures have the initial camber in the form of a “cap”. The 
following assumptions were accepted. The camber was pre-
sented as a single wave along and across the plate of a hon-
eycomb cell. Rigidity of the honeycomb elements was evenly 
distributed across the surface of outer layers. The presence 
of the initial camber of the facets of cells in honeycomb 
structures was reduced to a factor of reducing their stiffness 
for compression ξ. As a result, the following dependence was 
derived to determine the cross-sectional elasticity module 
of a cellular filler at compression, taking into account the 
initial camber of elements in its honeycomb cells:

1 22 2
,

2.6
c c

z
c

E E
E

a
δξ + δξ

=    (1)

where δ is the thickness of a honeycomb material, Ec is the 
elasticity module of a foil material, aс is the width of the 
dual cell.

The coefficients ξi are determined from the plot built for 
unattached longitudinal edges of single or double plates ‒ the 
honeycomb elements at the onset of loading an appropriate 
plate with an initial camber [21]. The discrepancy between 
the theoretical value for the honeycomb elasticity mod-
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ule at cross-compression and that experimentally determi- 
ned [25, 26] is larger than 4 times. In addition, papers [25, 26] 
suggested that should the honeycomb elements have the 
initial camber in the form of a “cap”, it would only affect 
the operation of a honeycomb cell’s element at compression 
and should not significantly impact their operation at shear. 
Thus, the discrepancy, reported in papers [25, 26], between 
the theoretical and experimental values for the physical 
and mechanical characteristics of a cellular filler is related 
largely to the qualitative assessment of a specific production 
technology of honeycomb structures.

An attempt to solve the task on establishing the mecha-
nism of influence of the technological camber of the facets of 
a cellular filler on its physical and mechanical characteristics 
by considering the new discrete-element model of honey-
comb structures was undertaken in studies [12, 27, 28]. 
However, the results obtained do not fully reflect the entire 
range of patterns in the perception of loads by individual 
elements of a honeycomb cell in the presence of the initial 
technological camber in them, which also requires further 
research.

An effective alternative to the field tests of actual exper-
imental samples on determining the physical and mechanical 
characteristics of fillers is the use of information technology 
involving a finite-element analysis [29, 30]. Modern tools of 
engineering analysis make it possible to find the strained-de-
formed states of sandwich-type structures directly, without 
replacing the filler used with some solid orthotropic materi-
al, that is without its “smearing” [31, 32]. However, the labor 
intensity of such an approach seems to be justified only if 
verification calculations are necessary [8, 12, 32]. In prac-
tice, designers have always used, and still do, the analytical 
models for sandwich-type structures. Such models make it 
possible to theoretically calculate the reduced physical and 
mechanical characteristics of fillers, expressed through their 
geometric parameters and the properties of the material that 
they are made from [8, 12, 32].

The use of these models, while enabling the derivation 
of an approximate result, mostly allow the subsequent ad-
justment of the result [13, 18, 23]. These models, as well as 
the expressions they implement to determine the physical 
and mechanical characteristics of fillers, continue to be a 
reliable and effective means of optimizing the parameters of 
sandwich-type structures. 

Thus, the cellular filler is lacking a sufficiently developed 
approach, enabling the prediction of the nature of its opera-
tion, taking into consideration patterns in the perception of 
load by individual elements of honeycomb structures in the 
presence of the initial technological camber in them.

Existence of such an approach would make it possible to 
take into consideration significant deviations in the physi-
cal-mechanical characteristics of honeycomb structures, ob-
served in experiments, from those determined from known 
analytical models [3, 4, 21].

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this work is to establish the mechanism of in-
fluence of the technological camber of the facets of a cellular 
filler on its physical and mechanical characteristics, which 
could ensure the stabilization of quality and operational 
characteristics of honeycomb structures, as well as the struc-
tures based on them.

To achieve the set aim, the following tasks have been 
solved:

– for the gradual loading with cross-compression and 
shear in a cellular filler, to analyze the performance of cer-
tain elements in its cell in the presence of the initial techno-
logical camber in them; 

– to construct an approach that would make it possible 
to predict the character of operation of the cellular filler, 
taking into consideration patterns in the perception of load 
by individual elements of the honeycomb cell in the presence 
of the initial technological camber in them within the regu-
lated tolerance.

4. Materials and research methods

When implementing our proposed discrete-element 
model of the representative element of a cellular filler under 
a gradual loading at compression and shear, the methods and 
mathematical models from the mechanics of a deformable 
solid body in elastic statement have been employed. Proof of 
the validity of our conclusions is the adequacy of estimated 
models and data, which allowed us to quantify the impact of 
the technological camber in the cellular filler facets on its 
physical-mechanical characteristics, previously observed in 
experiments only. When comparing the proposed approach 
with experimental data, we have considered the aluminum 
cellular filler with a regular hexagonal cell, 13.5 mm high, 
with the size of the cell facet of 5 mm, the thickness of the 
foil 0.03 mm, and the initial technological camber of facets 
of 0.15 mm.

5. Determining the physical-mechanical characteristics 
for a cellular filler under gradual loading by transverse 

compression

Specific factors that determine the emergence of the 
technological camber of a cellular filler’s cells from a me-
tallic foil, obtained by gluing to the carrier sheathings, are 
substantiated in papers [16, 26, 33]. In accordance with the 
proposed classification of defects in honeycomb structures, 
formed during the formation of a cellular packet, their pri-
mary manifestations were considered. The defects are asso-
ciated with the emergence of foil deformations when the glue 
shrinks and with a significant difference in the coefficients of 
linear thermal expansion of the foil and glue. The use of rec-
ommendations from paper [33] on the margins of tolerances 
for the magnitude of a given technological camber makes 
it possible  to assess its impact on the physical-mechanical 
characteristics of a cellular filler by significantly refining the 
discrete-element model of honeycomb structures, proposed 
earlier in papers [27, 28]. To take into consideration patterns 
in the perception of transverse compressive and longitudinal 
shear loads by individual elements of a honeycomb cell in 
the presence of technological camber in their facets, we shall 
consider part of the area of a carrier sheathing (Fig. 2). The 
area of the selected part of the carrier sheathing is equal to

( )( ) ( )22 2 cos 3 sin 6 1 cos sin .c c c cF a a a aΣ = + b b = + b b  (2)

Let us highlight its corresponding representative ele-
ment of the cellular filler with a hexagonal cell of height h 
whose model is shown in Fig. 3. A given representative ele-
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ment of a honeycomb structure is actually composed of six 
facets of a single foil and three twin facets of foil, obtained 
by gluing together two layers of foil (Fig. 3).

Fig.	2.	Dimensions	of	the	cross-sectional	area	of		
the	representative	element	of	a	cellular	filler

Fig.	3.	Model	of	the	representative	element	of	a	cellular	filler	
without	the	initial	technological	camber	of	the	facets	of	its	

cells:	1	–	facets	of	single	foil;	2	–	facets	of	two	glued	layers	
of	foil;	3	–	imaginary	edges

Following the recommendations from papers [28, 33] 
for the margins of tolerances for the magnitude of the 
initial technological camber of honeycomb facets, we set 
the arrow of this camber f0 for the facet of single foil. The 
twin facets of foil, which are obtained by gluing together 
two layers of foil, will be considered without any initial 
imperfections. Let us represent a discrete model of the 
representative element of a cellular filler (Fig. 4) in the 
following form:

– the facets of single thickness will be replaced with 
plates, thickness of δ, with the arrow of the initial techno-
logical camber f0; referred to as the type I facets (Fig. 4, a); 

– the facets of double thickness will be replaced with 
plates, thickness of 2δ; referred to as the type II facets 
(Fig. 4, b); 

– in the regions of a foil bend, we shall place imaginary 
edges, which consist of parts of the plates of facets “attached” 
to each edge, which have the same compression stresses as 
the strains in the imaginary edges (Fig. 4, c).

The geometric dimensions of the cross section of an 
imaginary edge (Fig. 5) are as follows: thickness of the “at-
tached” parts of plates of honeycomb cell facets ‒ δ and 2δ, 
their width, respectively, for parts of the type I and II facets 
is ∆1 and ∆2.

To reflect the character of operation of a cellular filler 
under a phased load, taking into consideration the presence 
of the initial technological camber in its facets, it would 
suffice to know the law of changes in stresses in it depending 
on deformations.

To this end, we shall build deformation diagrams σz – εz, 
τxz – γxz and τyz – γyz for a conditional homogeneous filler, 
equivalent to a cellular one, taking into consideration the 
patterns in the perception of a corresponding loading by 
individual elements of a honeycomb cell and the related 
physical phenomena. The reduced modules of normal elas-
ticity Ez and shear Gxz, Gyz for honeycomb structures at any 
time of loading will be equal to the tangent of the tangent’s 
inclination angle at a point to the corresponding diagram 
of the built dependence at the corresponding magnitude of 
deformation of a cellular filler.

                               a               b                  c

Fig.	4.	Elements	of	the	discrete-element	model	of		
the	representative	element	of	a	cellular	filler:	a	–	type	I	facet;	

b	–	type	II	facet;	c –	imaginary	edge

Fig.	5.	Cross-section	and	local	coordinates	system	of	an	
imaginary	edge	of	the	representative	element	of		

a	cellular	filler

To take into consideration the pattern of perception of 
the transverse compressive loading by individual elements of 
a honeycomb cell and the accompanying physical phenome-
na, we shall consider work of the representative element of 
a cellular filler, which is loaded with a gradually increasing 
transverse load. As a result of its action, each element of the 
structure of a cellular filler undergoes identical deformations, 
equal to the total deformation of honeycomb structures ε,  
at different levels of stresses. So, in the type I facet ‒  
these are stresses σ1, in the type II facet ‒ σ2, in imaginary 
edges ‒ σ3. Their magnitudes in the process of growth of the 
transverse compressive loading gradually reach those values 
at which the flat form of equilibrium of the components of 
the discrete model of the representative element becomes 
unstable. In this case, they lose stability, which can be re-
garded as exhaustion of carrying capacity. In this case, the 
first to lose the stability are the type I facets, next ‒ the type 
II facets. It is obvious that for the type I facets, which have 
the initial technological camber, compressive efforts will 
not cause the loss of a flat form of equilibrium, because the 
compressive efforts will only increase the arrow of the full 
bend of the plate by increasing the arrow of elastic one. The 
result of reaching a critical condition by the type II facets 
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and due to the inability of the type I facets to redistribute 
the increasing load, the operation of honeycomb structures 
“give rise” to imaginary edges. The loss of stability of these 
edges results in the exhaustion of the carrying capacity of 
the entire cell, and, therefore, the cellular filler in general.

Let us specify two stages in the operation of the represen-
tative element of honeycomb structures: before and after the 
incorporation of imaginary edges into operation.

At the first stage, the load acting in the representative 
element of area FΣ is equal to the sum of loads acting in the 
types I and II facets, as there are no imaginary edges:

1 26 3 ,N N NΣ = +     (3)

where NΣ is the total load in the representative element, 
acting in the reduced filler, equivalent to a cellular one; N1 is 
the load that acts in the type I facet; N2 is the load acting in 
the type II facet. 

To determine the critical stresses of loss of stability for 
the type II plate, we shall use the Euler formula [34]:

2

2 2
II

,cr
с

D
K

а
p

σ =
δ

    (4)

where σcr2 are the critical stresses of loss of stability by Euler 
in the type II facet; K is a factor that depends on the relation-
ship between the sides of a cell’s facet and the conditions of 
its leaning; δII=2δ is the thickness of the plate under consid-
eration (type II facet);  

( )
3
II

212 1
c

c

E
D

δ
=

- µ
 

is the cylindrical rigidity of the plate under consideration; 

cµ  is the Poisson coefficient for a material that the foil is 
made from.

Since the type II facet is deformed in line with the linear 
Hook law, the deformation of the cellular filler, correspond-
ing to the critical stress of loss of stability, will be deter-
mined as follows:

2
2 .cr

cr
cE

σ
ε =      (5)

The presence of the initial camber in the type I facet 
changes the character of its operation: it is deformed not by 
the linear Hook law, but in line with an unknown non-linear 
one. It is difficult to describe such behavior analytically. 
To define the deformation law of the type I facet, we shall 
determine stresses and deformation of a given plate, taking 
into consideration the initial camber in the following way.

As a result of the impact from the compressive transverse 
load on the elements of a cell of the cellular filler, the consid-
ered type I facet is loaded with an evenly distributed compres-
sion effort Nx, which creates stress σ1 1 in the middle plane of 
a given facet. Fig. 6 shows the considered type I plate, loaded 
with an evenly distributed compression effort Nx.

When a given plate is exposed to the action of an evenly 
distributed compressing effort Nx, there emerges an elastic 
deflection w1. A complete deflection w at any point at the 
middle surface of the type I facet in this case will be equal to 
the amount of the elastic and initial technological camber: 
w=w1+w0. Let us apply the equilibrium equation for a plate 
from paper [35]:

( ) ( ) ( )

4 4 4

4 2 2 4

2 2 2

2 2

2

2 ,x y xy

w w w
D

x x y y

w w w
q N N N

x y x y

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

 ∂ ∂ ∂
= + + + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

   (6)

where w is a function of the complete deflection of a plate; Nx, 
Ny, Nxy are the efforts, acting in the middle plane of the plate, 
distributed over its width, respectively, normal and cutting; 
q is the transverse load acting on a plate.

Fig.	6.	The	type	I	facet	under	consideration,	loaded	with	an	
evenly	distributed	compression	effort	Nx,	caused	by	the	

transverse	compression	load	on	the	representative	element	
of	a	cellular	filler

To take into consideration the initial imperfection of 
the type I facet, we accept in the right-hand side of equilib-
rium equation (6) that the complete deflection is equal to 
w=w1+w0. The left-hand side of equation (6) was derived 
from the expression for bending momenta, as the latter de-
pend not on the entire curvature of the plate, but only on its 
change; in this part we accept, instead of the full deflection 
w, the elastic deflection w1 only. Thus, the equilibrium equa-
tion (6) for the case of a plate with the initial technological 
camber w0 is transformed to the following form:

We shall consider the case of a loosely leaned plate when 
boundary conditions are satisfied if one takes expressions for 
the functions of the initial and elastic deflections in the form 
of double series for sinuses:

   (8)

where m and n are the summation indicators corresponding 
to the number of waves in the direction of the x, y axes, 
respectively; f0mn, f1mn are the amplitudes of functions of 
the initial and elastic deflections, represented in the form of 
double series for sinuses. 

Believing that in the case of the load being considered 
q=Ny=Nxy=0, and considering that the acting compres-
sion effort is equal to Nx=–σ1δ, we shall substitute ex-

 

( ) ( ) ( )

4 4 4
1 1 1

4 2 2 4

2 2 2
1 0 1 0 1 0

2 2

2

2 . (7)x y xy

w w w
D

x x y y

w w w w w w
q N N N

x y x y

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

 ∂ + ∂ + ∂ +
= + + + ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

0 0 sin sin ;
p p

= ∑∑ mn
m n с

m x n y
w f

h a

1 1 sin sin ,
p p

= ∑∑ mn
m n с

m x n y
w f

h a
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pressions (8) for deflections w1 and w0 in equation (7). As 
a result of the transforms, we shall obtain the following 
expression in a general form:

 (9)

By accepting the number of waves m and n to be equal 
to unity for the central point of the plate, we derive from 
expression (9) a dependence to determine the acting stress 
σ1, taking into consideration the presence of the initial tech-
nological camber:

22
1

1 2
0 1

.c

c c

a fD h
a h a f f

 π
σ = + δ + 

   (10)

The deformation in the type I facet that emerges from 
the action of compressing effort Nx, given the presence of the 
initial technological camber arrow f0 in it, will be derived 
geometrically. Fig. 7 shows the cross-section, at y=ac/2, of 
the considered type I facet with the initial technological 
camber arrow f0.

As a result of the action of compressing effort Nx, the 
height h of a cellular filler will change by magnitude ∆h 
and will equal h1 (Fig. 8). In this case, the arc length arc L, 
formed by the surface of the type I facet, before and after 
loading with effort Nx, will remain unchanged.

Fig. 7. Cross-section of the unloaded type I facet at y=ac/2 

Fig. 8. Cross-section of the type I facet at y=ac/2 under  
the action of a compressing effort

By accepting that a given arc is the arc of the circle, we 
shall express the arc length L before deformation through the 
honeycomb structure height h and the arrow of the initial 
camber f0:

2 2
0 0

2 2
0 0

4 8180
0.01745 2arcsin .

8 2 4
h f fh

L
f h f

  +
=   π +  

 (11)

By expressing the arc length L after deformation through 
the honeycomb structure deformation ε and the arrow of 
complete flexure 0 1,f f f= +  we obtain the following ex-
pression:

( )( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )

2 2

1 0

0 1

0 1
2 2

1 0

1 4
0.01745

8

81180
2arcsin .

2 1 4

h f f
L

f f

f fh

h f f

+ ε + +
= ×

+

 ++ ε
 × ⋅

π  + ε + + 
 (12)

By equating expressions (11) and (12), we obtain the 
following equation:

( )( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )

( )( ) ( )

2 2
0 0

2 2
0 0

2 2

1 0

0 1

0 1
2 2

1 0

4 8
arcsin

8 2 4

1 4

8

81
arcsin .

2 1 4

h f h f
f h f

h f f

f f

f fh

h f f

 +
= + 

+ ε + +
= ×

+

 ++ ε
 ×
 + ε + + 

  (13)

Solving equation (13) in the form of a dependence 
ε=g(f1, f0, h) will make it possible to relate the magnitude of 
deformation of a cellular filler ε to the magnitude of arrow of 
elastic camber f0, growing with the load, at a fixed value for 
the arrow of the initial camber f0 and the honeycomb struc-
ture height h. Equation (13) refers to a class of equations 
that include a composition of direct and inverse functions. 
It is very difficult to obtain an analytical form of the func-
tion ε=g(f1, f0, h) in this case. Fig. 9 shows the character of 
change in the function ε=g(f1, f0, h) at a different magnitude 
of the initial technological camber arrow, regulated in accor-
dance with the recommendations from paper [28, 33], in the 
range 00.4 1.4 .fδ ≤ ≤ δ  

Fig. 9. The character of change in the function ε=g(f1, f0, h) in 
the type I facet

For a series of values of elastic camber arrow f1, by find-
ing the magnitudes of the corresponding deformations ε 
and stresses σ1, we shall define the law of deformation of the  
type I plate in a parametric form:

( )
( )
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1 0
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The character of change in the law of deformation of the 
type I facet, taking into consideration the arrow of the initial 
technological camber, is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig.	10.	The	character	of	change	in	the	law	of	deformation	of	
the	type	I	facet,	taking	into	consideration	the	presence	of		

the	initial	camber	with	an	arrow	f0	in	it

By guiding the arrow of the elastic camber to zero f1=0 
in expression (10), we shall obtain critical stresses for the 
loss of stability of the ideal facet of type I. It follows from 
the analysis of Fig. 10 that the level of acting stresses σ1 
in the type I facet with the initial camber is significantly 
reduced with the growth of its arrow f0 compared to the 
corresponding critical stresses for the same ideal plate. 

We shall find acting loads in the representative element 
and facets of types I and II at the first stage of operation of 
a cellular filler, that is before the onset of deformations in it, 
corresponding to the critical stresses of stability loss by the 
type II facets εcr2:

,red redN F∑= σ  1 1 1,N F= σ  2 2 2,N F= σ   (15)

where σred  are the stresses in the reduced filler, equivalent 
to a cellular one; 1 ,сF a= δ  2 2 сF a= δ  are the areas of the 
cross-section of the facet of types I and II.

Considering (3), (5) and (15), we shall express the stress-
es that operate in the representative element of the reduced 
filler, corresponding to a cellular one, by area FΣ at the first 
stage of its operation:

( )( ) ( )1 1 1 26 3
.c

red

F E F

FΣ

σ ε + ε
σ ε =    (16)

Let us look at the second stage of operation of a cellular 
filler. To determine the stresses of loss of stability by an 
imaginary edge, we shall use the Euler formula for a com-
pressed rod [36]:

( )
2

min
3 2

3

,c
cr

E J

F h

p
σ =

n
    (17)

where Jmin is the minimum momentum of inertia of the area 
of the transverse section of an imaginary edge; v is a factor 
that depends on the condition for leaning by an imaginary 
edge; ( )3 1 22F = δ ∆ + ∆  is the area of the transverse section 
of an imaginary edge. 

The minimum momentum of inertia of the imaginary 
edge cross-section is chosen as the smallest of the momen-
ta of inertia relative to the ОY and ОZ axes, respectively 
(Fig. 5):

( ) ( )
3 3

2 212
2 sin ;

12 3yJ
δ ∆ ∆ δ

= + b

23 3
22 2 1

2

2
2 2 sin .

12 2 3 2zJ
δ∆ ∆ ∆ δ b   = + δ∆ +      

  (18)

Until the type II facet of the cell of a cellular filler has 
not lost stability, stresses throughout its width are distrib-
uted evenly. When the compression continues after the loss 
of stability by a facet, the stresses are unevenly distributed 
across its width: the increasing load is perceived mainly by 
the longitudinal imaginary edges and adjacent plots of the 
“attached” parts of the facet under stresses σcr3. The stress 
level in the middle part of the type II facet is little different 
from the critical values σcr2 (Fig. 11, a). Strict theoretical 
description of a given behavior is a very difficult task. To 
simplify the calculations, the next assumption is accepted. 
The unknown law of distribution among the critical stresses 
of loss of stability by a cell facet σcr2

 
and an imaginary edge 

with adjacent plots of a cell facet σcr3 lengthwise the facet 
will be replaced with a step-wise one (Fig. 11, b).

                              a																																												b

Fig.	11.	Supercritical	distribution	of	stresses	in	the	type	II	
facet:	a	–	actual;	b	–	equivalent,	used	in	calculations

The width of the attached parts of the type II facet of 
the cell of a cellular filler will be determined from the con-
dition of equality of force, perceived by the type II facet, 
the force it perceives, which operates with variable stresses 
at the same width. If one introduces the compressing stress 

2 3 ,mid cr crσ = σ σ  average for the width of the type II facet, 
the result of the accepted assumption can be represented in 
the form

2 32 .cr c mida∆ σ = σ     (19)

Thus, we obtain an expression to calculate the width of 
the part of the type II facet attached to the imaginary edge

2 3 2
2

3 3

.
2 2

cr cr с cr
с

cr cr

а
а

σ σ σ
∆ = =

σ σ
   (20)

As regards determining the width of the attached part of 
the type I facet, it is not possible to choose this magnitude 
unequivocally. Theoretically, stresses across its width are 
evenly distributed. Hereafter, we assume that the width of 
parts of the facet of types I and II, attached to the edge, is 
equal, that is ∆1=∆2. Because the dependence ∆2(σcr3) and 
the value σcr3 are unknown, an iterative process is required. 
In the first iteration, we accept σcr3=σ02 (σ02 is the condi-
tional yield point at the plastic deformation of 0.2 % of the 
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material that the honeycomb structures are made of). Next, 
we shall perform all the above calculations, which will result 
in a new value for the critical stresses of stability loss by 
edges 3.n

crσ  If the accuracy check 

3 3

3

100 % 5 %
n
cr cr

n
cr

σ - σ
≤

σ
 

is not satisfied, we shall accept 3 3,n
cr crσ = σ  and calculate 

again. The process is terminated when the predefined accu-
racy is achieved. As the final values, we take 2∆  and 3,crσ  
derived during the last iteration.

The second stage of operation of a cellular filler is charac-
terized by two possible “extreme” variants of behavior of its 
facets: the upper one, characterizing the maximum carrying 
capacity of the honeycomb representative element, and the 
lower one ‒ minimum (Fig. 12).

a                                       b 

Fig.	12.	Qualitative	character	of	diagram	 2σ - ε 	for		
the	type	II	facets	in	the	supercritical	zone:	a –	edges	are	

not	excluded	from	the	operation	completely;	b	–	facets	are	
excluded	from	operation	completely

In the first case, the type II facets, having lost stability, 
are not excluded from the operation completely, and contin-
ue to carry a constant load corresponding to their critical 
stresses. The character of diagram σ2 – ε for them will have 
a qualitative character shown in Fig. 12, a. In this case, the 
type I facets, without having a critical moment of operation, 
will continue to operate according to the non-linear law 
defined above. In this case, the load in the representative 
element of area FΣ is equal to the sum of loads acting in the 
facets of types I, II and in an imaginary edge:

1 2 36 3 6 ,N N N NΣ = + +     (21)

where 3 3 3N F= σ  is the load in an imaginary edge. 
The stresses that emerging during the deformation of a 

cellular filler in an imaginary edge will be found according 
to the Hook law:

3 .cEσ = ε      (22)

By transforming (21), we obtain the stresses acting in 
the representative element of the reduced filler, correspond-
ing to a cellular one, of area FΣ at the second stage of honey-
comb operation:

( )( ) ( )2 1 1 2 2 3

max

6 3 6
.cr c

red

F F E F

F∑

σ ε + σ + ε
σ ε =   (23)

Otherwise, the type II facets are completely excluded 
from operation (Fig. 12, b). At the same time, the type I 

facets also cease to carry the load. In this case, the load that 
acts in the representative element of area FΣ is equal to the 
load that acts in the imaginary edge. Formula (23) is con-
verted into the following form:

( )( )2 3
min

6
.c

red

E F
F∑

ε
σ ε =     (24)

The true character of the cellular filler’s behavior redz zσ - ε  
at the second stage of operation will vary between values 

( )( )2

minredσ ε  and ( )( )2

max
.redσ ε

To build a deformation diagram redz zσ - ε  of a conditional 
homogeneous filler, equivalent to a cellular one, taking into 
consideration patterns in the perception of a corresponding 
load by individual elements of a honeycomb cell and the 
related physical phenomena, we shall use the following al-
gorithm.

1. By following recommendations from papers [28, 33] for 
the predefined manufacturing technology of a glued sand-
wich-type structure with a cellular filler made of metallic foil, 
we set the arrow of the initial technological camber f0.

2. By determining from formula (4) the value for a criti-
cal stress of the loss of stability by the type II facet σcr2, we 
find the corresponding deformation of honeycomb struc-
tures εcr2 from formula (5).

3. For the deformation εcr2, by solving equation (13), we 
find the corresponding arrow of elastic flexure fcr2 for the 
plate of type I; by setting a series of values for elastic flexure 

1 20 crf f≤ ≤ , we determine parametric functions ( )1 0,g f fε =  
and ( )1 1 0,g f fσ =  for the type I facet in the deformation 
range 20 .cr≤ ε ≤ ε

4. For the resulting range of deformations 20 ,cr≤ ε ≤ ε  
based on dependence (16), we build a diagram ( )( )1

redσ ε - ε 
that characterizes the performance of honeycomb structures 
before incorporating imaginary edges into operation.

5. By using formulae (17), (20), we conduct an iterative 
process to find the width of parts of the facets of cell ∆1, ∆2, 
attached to the edge, and the values for stress of loss of sta-
bility by an imaginary edge σcr3, as well as we find the cor-
responding deformation of honeycomb structures εcr3 from a 
formula analogous to (5).

6. Similar to point 3, we determine functions ( )1 0,g f fε =  
and ( )1 1 0,g f fσ =  for the type I facet in the deformation 
range 2 3 lim.cr cr x→∞

ε ≤ ε ≤ ε
7. To build the upper range of the diagram at the second 

section of operation of a cellular filler ( )( )2

maxredσ ε - ε  (corre-
sponding to the maximum carrying capacity of the represen-
tative element of a honeycomb structure) for the resulting 
range of deformations 2 3,cr crε ≤ ε ≤ ε  we apply formula (23).

8. To build the lower range of the diagram ( )( )2

minredσ ε - ε 
(corresponding to the minimum carrying capacity of the 
representative element of a honeycomb structure) for the 
resulting range of deformations 2 3,cr crε ≤ ε ≤ ε  we employ 
formula (24).

Fig. 13 shows the qualitative character of the resulting 
diagram.

The strength limit of a cellular filler at transverse 
compression corresponds to the deformation of honeycomb 
structures when the carrying capacity of an imaginary edge 
is lost, that is its value lies between the upper and lower lim-
its of the diagram redz zσ - ε  at 3 :crε = ε :

( )1 3 1 2 2 3 33 3
6 3 66

.cr cr c crc cr
вz

F F E FE F
F F∑ ∑

σ ε + σ + εε
≤ σ ≤  (25)
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Fig.	13.	Qualitative	character	of	the	cellular	filler	diagram	
,redz zσ - ε 	built	considering	the	patterns	in	perceiving		

a	transverse	compression	by	individual	elements	of		
a	honeycomb	cell	when	there	is	an	initial	technological	

camber	in	its	facets

As an example, the Table 1 below gives the results from 
comparing the proposed approach with experimental data 
for the initial technological camber of facets in a honeycomb 
cell f0=0.15 mm [37]. The parameters for a cellular filler 
with a regular hexagonal cell: height, h=13.5 mm; size of 
the cell, ac=5 mm; foil thickness, δ=0.03 mm; the elasticity 
module of the foil material, Ec=69,000 MPa.

Table	1

Comparison	of	theoretical	magnitudes	of	cellular	filler	
elasticity	modules	under	transverse	compression	with	

experimental	data

Experi-
ment

Theoretical models

[37]
[21] excluding 
the imperfec-

tions of the foil

[21, 25, 26] 
considering 

the imperfec-
tion of the foil

proposed approach 
(plots before and 

after the inclusion 
of honeycomb 

imaginary edges)

E-Z, MPa E-Z, MPa E-Z, MPa E-Z, MPa

68–106 637 430 114 26

The results of this example confirm a better convergence 
between theoretical results with experimental results com-
pared to existing analytical models.

6. Determining the physical and mechanical 
characteristics of a cellular filler under gradual loading by 

a longitudinal shear

We shall consider a discrete model of the representa-
tive element of a cellular filler, which is exposed to the 
effect of the cutting force Qz, causing the shear of hon-
eycomb structures in the planes of the facets of their foil. 
The physical phenomena associated with the perception 
of a given load are similar to transverse compression: at 
the smallest magnitude of this load, the stability is lost 
by the type I facets; the final destruction of honeycomb 
structures will be characterized by the loss of stability by 
the type II facets.

As a result of action of cutting force Qz, the facets of 
honeycomb structures are loaded in the middle planes 
by evenly distributed cutting f efforts, which create in 
the middle planes of these facets the tangent stresses: in 
a type I facet ‒ τ1, in a type I facet ‒ τ2. Consider a type I 
facet exposed to the action of evenly distributed cutting 
effort Nxy (Fig. 14).

Fig.	14.	The	type	I	facet	under	consideration,	which	is	loaded	
with	an	evenly	distributed	cutting	effort	Nxy,	caused	by		

the	cutting	force	Qz	
acting	on	the	representative	element	of	

a	honeycomb	structure

Believing that under the considered load q=Nx=Ny=0, 
and accounting for that the cutting effort acting in the type 
I facet is equal to Nxy=τ1δ, the equilibrium equation (6) will 
take the following form:

 (26)

By applying the Bubnov-Galerkin procedure to equa-
tion (26), we shall obtain the following equation [34]:

 (27)

To integrate expression (27), we first derive the follow-
ing integral:

 (28)

Taking into consideration that for any integer m, n, p, q 
expressions 

sin sin sin sin 0,m n p qp = p = p = p =  

the integral from expression (28) is
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 (29)

It is obvious that should ( )m p±  and ( )n q±  accept even 
values, the expression (29) turns to zero. Hence, it follows 
that ( )m p±  and ( )n q±  can only accept odd values; the 
expression (28) will take the form

 (30)

By computing the remaining integrals in expression 
(27), we obtain the following equation:

   (31)

By recording ratio (31) for each combination of m, n, we 
obtain two systems of equations, one of which contains only 
terms with even sums m+n, the other ‒ the odd sums. Cal-
culations without an initial camber show [35] that the first 
group of equations produces the lowest value for τ1.

Since the shape of the considered initial camber corre-
sponds to the form of a “cap” ‒ a single wave of the sinusoid 
along and across the honeycomb cell plate (Fig. 14), in ex-
pression (31), for the initial camber, all terms in the expan-
sion series, except for those corresponding to m=n=1, will 
equal zero. This means that only one term in the series for 
the initial camber will not equal zero: 0_11 0.f ≠  To obtain a 
more accurate approximation for τxy, one should considered 
as many equations as possible in the system (31) [35]. By 
retaining five terms in the series for an elastic camber, we 
obtain the following system of equations from (31):

 (32)

Let us analyze the effect of the initial technological 
camber arrow on the general performance of a type I facet, 
susceptible to shear. The shape of the elastic flexure of the 
type I facet will be determined by substituting in expres-

sion (8) the coefficients, found from the system of equa-
tions (32), of expansion into a series of the elastic flexure 
function for different values of τ1 at a fixed magnitude of 
the initial camber arrow. 

In contrast to the summing up of the amplitudes of waves 
of elastic flexure and the initial one under compression 
stresses, the oblique waves are formed in this case. Their 
nodes are arranged at an angle so that the plate bends with 
sharp kinks in the direction of the compressed diagonal 
(Fig. 15). This almost negates the impact of the initial cam-
ber on the performance of a type I facet

Fig.	15.	The	shape	of	elastic	bulging	of	the	plate	at	the	arrow	
of	initial	camber	equal	to	f0=1.4δ

To assess the impact of the initial camber arrow on the 
performance of a type I facet, let us consider the case of 
its absence, that is f0=0. Given this, the system of equa- 
tions (32) is transformed into a system of equations ob-
tained by S. P. Timoshenko for a perfect plate in work [34]. 
Let us build graphs of the dependence of acting stresses τ1 
on elastic flexure w1 at fixed f0 and compare them with the 
critical stresses for the loss of stability by the ideal facet of 
type I. The expression for critical stresses of stability loss 
by the ideal type I facet due to shear τ1 will be derived sim-
ilarly to the approach given in paper [35], that is by equat-
ing the identifier of equation system (32) to zero at f0=0 
and by expressing the corresponding τcr1. Fig. 16 shows, for 
the central point of the type I facet, the qualitative charac-
ter of the resulting graphs.

Fig.	16.	Qualitative	character	of	the	graphs	of	dependence	
τ1	on	elastic	flexure	w1	at	fixed	magnitudes	f0	at	the	central	

point	of	a	type	I	facet

It follows from the analysis of Fig. 16 that graphs of 
dependence of acting stresses τ1 on elastic flexure w1 for 
different magnitudes of arrows of the initial camber f0 as-
ymptomatically tend to the magnitude of critical ones, τcr1, 
for the considered type I facet without the initial camber as 
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early as at low magnitudes for an elastic flexure. This means 
that insignificant difference between magnitudes τcr1 and τ1 will only be observed at the initial stages of loading; the sub-
sequent loading would result in τ1≈τcr1. This performance of 
the type I facet with the initial technological camber is due 
to its shape in the form of a “cap” (a single wave of the sinu-
soid surface of the initial camber in the direction of x and y 
axes): the effect of the shape of the considered technological 
camber in the system of equations (32) is represented by only 
one term in the series 0_11.f

It follows from the foregoing that in determining the 
physical-mechanical characteristics of a cellular filler at 
shear one can neglect the presence in its facets of the consid-
ered shape of the initial technological camber.

7. Discussion of results of studying the effect of 
technological camber of a cellular filler’s facets on its 

physical and mechanical characteristics

Our study into the impact of the initial technological 
camber in the facets of a cellular filler on its physical and 
mechanical characteristics has made it possible to develop 
an approach allowing the prediction of the character of 
honeycomb structure operation considering the presence 
of this technological defect. In contrast to available stu- 
dies [21, 25, 26], a new discrete-element model of the cellular 
filler was considered, which has made it possible to solve the 
problem on establishing the mechanism of the effect of the 
technological camber of honeycomb facets on their physical 
and mechanical characteristics. A demonstration of the pro-
posed approach has shown a significantly better convergence 
between the theoretical data obtained with experimental 
data (Table 1). Thus, for the considered example, the dif-
ference between the existing theoretical models [21, 25, 26] 
and experimental data on the elasticity module under trans-

verse compression was ( ) 0 0
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Calculation based on the proposed approach has made 
it possible to obtain discrepancies for the lower boundary 
of the experiment by 2.61 times, and for the upper one ‒ by 
1.1 times. The proposed discrete-element model of a cellular 
filler and the algorithm that implements have allowed us, for 
the first time, in contrast to existing models, to explain the 
significant variation in experimental data. Thus, the result-
ing diagram “reduced stresses ‒ deformations” of a cellular 
filler has two sections corresponding to the maximum and 
minimum carrying capacity of the considered representative 
element of honeycomb structures. The results from compar-
ing the obtained theoretical range of change in the cellular 
filler’s elasticity module under transverse compression with 
the lower and upper boundaries of the experiment also 
demonstrate the validity of the proposed approach.

For the longitudinal shear of a cellular filler, our study has 
confirmed the assumption, not proven in papers [21, 25, 26], 
on the absence of impact at shear on honeycomb structure 
operation from the arrow of the considered technological 
camber. Accordingly, to determine the shear modules Gxz, 
Gyz of honeycomb structures, if they have the initial techno-
logical camber in their facets, one can use existing analytical 
dependences [21, 25, 26].

It appears justified to give some recommendations to 
the synthesis of the results obtained in determining the 
physical-mechanical characteristics of a cellular filler within 
the framework, proposed in papers [8, 12], of the concept 
on minimizing the mass of composite assemblies in the avi-
ation and rocket and space industry. The concept of mass 
minimization, proposed in those papers, makes it possible to 
take into consideration the deterioration in the physical and 
mechanical characteristics of a cellular filler, caused by the 
presence of such an inevitable technological deviation in it 
as the initial technological camber of honeycomb structures. 
Thus, for one of the verification units of the proposed opti-
mization concept, one can use, as one of the modules, a mod-
ule to account for the presence of the initial technological 
camber in the facets of honeycomb structures. The proposed 
algorithm for implementing such an optimization unit can be 
represented in the following form:

1. As a regulated tolerance for the technological devia-
tions of a cellular filler, to accept the recommendations from 
paper [33] on the margins of tolerances for the magnitude 
of the initial technological camber of honeycomb facets: 

00.4 1.4 .fδ ≤ ≤ δ
2. By using the proposed algorithm, a chart of the defor-

mation of honeycomb structures is constructed ,redz zσ - ε  re-
flecting the character of its operation under a phased trans-
verse compression, taking into consideration the presence of 
the initial technological camber in its facets.

3. The resulting graph is introduced to the software suite 
of finite-element analysis for the generated model of the 
optimal variant of the composite sandwich-type structure 
for a cellular filler. The introduced deformation diagram 
characterizes the dependence of stresses on deformations 
in a non-linear statement, because the calculations carried 
out with it require an iterative process. The limitations for 
the carrying capacity of a cellular filler with a technologi-
cal camber to be accepted in such a verification unit is the 
limit of strength of honeycomb structures under transverse 
compression, found in accordance with the devised recom-
mendations. In this case, the physical and mechanical char-
acteristics of honeycomb structures do not change at shear.

4. A non-linear analysis is performed for the optimal 
variant of a composite sandwich-type structure with a cel-
lular filler in accordance with the deformation chart intro-
duced .redz zσ - ε

5. A conclusion is made about the carrying capacity of 
the optimal variant on terms of mass of the composite sand-
wich-type structure with a cellular filler, taking into consid-
eration the presence in its facets of the initial technological 
camber within the regulated tolerance.

Such a synthesis of the results obtained on refining the 
physical and mechanical characteristics of honeycomb struc-
tures and the methods of optimizing their design parameters 
at the current level of their production technology would 
make it possible to eventually implement almost exhaustive 
possibilities of this type of the filler.

8. Conclusions 

1. For a gradual loading with transverse compression and 
shear of a cellular filler, an analysis has been performed of the 
performance of separate elements of its cell in the presence 
of the initial technological camber in them. Our analysis of 
performance by individual elements of a honeycomb cell in 
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the presence of the initial technological camber in them has 
made it possible to take into consideration the patterns in 
the operation of each of them by constructing a filler defor-
mation diagram corresponding to the type of loading. This 
solved the task on establishing the mechanism of influence 
of the technological camber of honeycomb facets on their 
physical and mechanical characteristics.

2. An approach has been developed that has allowed 
us to predict the character of operation of a cellular filler, 
taking into consideration the patterns in the perception 
of load by individual elements of honeycomb cell in the 
presence of the initial technological camber in them within 
the regulated tolerance. Based on this, an algorithm has 
been constructed to determine the physical and mechan-

ical characteristics of a cellular filler under transverse 
compression, taking into consideration the presence of the 
initial technological camber in its facets. For the longitu-
dinal shear of a cellular filler, we have carried out analysis 
of performance of individual elements in a honeycomb cell 
in the presence of the initial technological camber in them. 
The results from analysis have confirmed the assumption, 
which was not proven in a series of papers, that there was 
no impact at shear on the operation of cellular filler arrow 
of the considered technological camber. In accordance with 
this, the conclusion was made about the independence of 
the physical-mechanical characteristics of a cellular filler 
at shear on the magnitude of the arrow of the initial tech-
nological camber.
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